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Abstract
The current study investigates the fitness cost associated with phosphine resistance in the rusty grain beetle, Cryptolestes ferrugineus (Stephens), a problematic pest in the stored commodities that has developed strong resistance to fumigant phosphine.
Three characterised insect strains: the susceptible (Ref-S), the strongly resistant (Ref-R), the introgressed resistant (Intro-R)
and a segregating population (F25) derived from crossing the Ref-S and Ref-R strains were used in this study. Intro-R was
developed by introgressing two phosphine resistance genes, cf_rph1 and cf_rph2 into Ref-S, aimed to reduce the influence
of background genetic factors. Intro-R exhibited 592 × resistance to phosphine and homozygous for strong resistance allele,
cf_rph2 (L73N). Two key fitness cost criteria, developmental time and fecundity, were assessed under optimal and suboptimal conditions (less favourable diet and low temperature). There was no significant difference in developmental time and
fecundity between Ref-S and either Intro-R strain or F25 under optimal conditions. When challenged with a less favourable
diet, cracked wheat + cracked sorghum (CW + CS), or exposed to a low temperature (22 °C), both Intro-R and Ref-S had
similar developmental time and total numbers of F1 progeny, confirming the absence of significant fitness effects expressed
in these conditions. Therefore, we conclude that strongly phosphine resistant C. ferrugineus are unlikely to incur potential
fitness costs. This finding will have implications towards developing strategies to manage this pest.
Keywords Biological cost · Developmental time · Reproduction · Suboptimal condition · Low temperature

Key message
• Cryptolestes ferrugineus has developed high levels of

resistance to fumigant insecticide phosphine, posing
threat to global grain trade
• A near isogenic phosphine resistant strain of C. ferrugineus was established to investigate potential fitness costs
associated with two phosphine resistance genes
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• Strongly phosphine resistant C. ferrugineus are unlikely

to incur significant fitness costs, even when the insects
were challenged with suboptimal conditions
• This finding provides a basis for developing phosphine
resistance management strategies to manage C. ferrugineus

Introduction
Across the globe, fumigant phosphine is considered as a preferred treatment to disinfest stored commodities, due mostly
to its cheap price, versatility in application and acceptance
as a residue-free treatment by markets. Exclusive use of this
valuable fumigant over the years, however, is threatening
its future sustainability, with the development of heritable
resistance to phosphine in major pest species (Benhalima
et al. 2004; Lorini et al. 2007; Nayak et al. 2013, 2020;
Daglish et al. 2014; Kaur et al. 2015; Kocak et al. 2015;
Nguyen et al. 2016; Konemann et al. 2017; Afful et al. 2018;
Agrafioti et al. 2019). Apart from being widespread over the
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last two decades, there has been significant increase in both
the strength and frequency of phosphine resistance in several
insect species (Holloway et al. 2016; Collins et al. 2017;
Nayak et al. 2017) including the rusty grain beetle, Cryptolestes ferrugineus (Stephens) (Nayak et al. 2013). The level
of resistance to phosphine reported in this pest species based
on LC50 (lethal concentration to kill 50% of the population)
is 1450 × compared to its susceptible counterparts, the highest level ever reported among any of the insect species so far
in Australia (Nayak et al. 2013). Strongly resistant C. ferrugineus can be controlled with either higher phosphine concentrations over longer exposure periods than that has been
recommended for other species (Kaur and Nayak 2015), or
using an alternative fumigant sulfuryl fluoride (Jagadeesan
et al. 2017). To be successful, however, fumigation with
these fumigants requires optimum levels of gas-tightness,
which can be difficult to achieve in many existing storage
structures.
Fitness costs are basically the consequences in terms of
growth and development of an insect for being resistant to an
insecticide or fumigant, and this can alter the rate and spread
of resistance development (McKenzie 1996). Therefore,
determining any such biological vulnerability associated
with phosphine resistance in the absence or infrequent use
of phosphine in C. ferrugineus will have important implications towards the designing and implementation of appropriate management practices against this key pest in the field.
Although several methods have been used to measure
the fitness costs, a simple and common approach is the
comparison of biological traits among the susceptible and
resistant insect strains, referred as the ‘between-population
approach’ (Alyokhin and Ferro 1999; Oliveira et al. 2007;
Gassmann et al. 2009). A drawback in this approach, however, is that it fails to account for genetic variation among the
strains and can confound the results (Raymond et al. 2005).
To overcome this, some researchers have used ‘population
cage approach’, in which resulting filial generations from
hybridising resistant and susceptible strains in the absence
of insecticide exposure are screened for frequency of resistant phenotypes/genotypes (Schlipalius et al. 2008; Daglish
et al. 2014, 2015). No change in frequency in segregating
populations after F2 would indicate that the resistance is not
associated with fitness cost. This population cage approach
provides only certain degree of control for the variation
in genetic background, which could otherwise modify the
results of fitness assay, in particular if there is any epistatic
gene interactions involved (Zhu et al. 2016).
Taking these shortcomings into account, the most accurate way to assess fitness costs associated with a resistant
trait would be generating near-isogenic strains following a
gene introgression approach, in which the susceptible and
resistant strains being compared share a similar genetic
background, except for the resistance genes (Roush and
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McKenzie 1987). This allows the pleiotropic effects of the
resistance gene to be isolated and provides an extra assurance that the variation in fitness cost is purely by the variants (mutations) within the resistance gene itself. The gene
introgression approach had been used to study the fitness
cost associated with malathion resistance in C. ferrugineus
(White and Bell 1990) and highlighted the advantage of this
approach over simply comparing the susceptible and resistant populations.
Fitness costs associated with phosphine resistance
in stored product insects have been well researched and
involved different approaches. Several studies established
fitness cost associated with phosphine resistance in major
pest species by comparing their biological parameters, such
as reproduction and developmental time, particularly in the
resistant and susceptible populations of the red flour beetle
Tribolium castaneum (Herbst), the lesser grain borer, Rhyzopertha dominica (F.), and the saw-toothed grain beetle,
Oryzaephilus surinamensis (L.) (Pimentel et al. 2007; Sousa
et al. 2009; Bajracharya et al. 2016). In these studies, the
researchers looked for significant relationships between
the biological parameters and the resistance factor of the
population. The genetic composition of the unselected field
samples used in these studies was unknown but could have
contained multiple genotypes. While laboratory selection
may not reflect closely selection that occurs in the field, it is
fundamental to genetic studies and allows deep investigation
of individuals with known genetic characteristics.
Two studies compared the mobility of strains of stored
grain insects and found no significant difference in walking and resource localisation abilities between susceptible
and resistant strains of R. dominica and T. castaneum (Kaur
et al. 2013; Sakka et al. 2020). In these studies, however, the
researchers did not control for genetic background. Malekpour et al. (2018) demonstrated that phosphine resistance
genes, introgressed into susceptible insects, had pleiotropic
effects on movement behaviour of T. castaneum with slower
resource location and flight behaviour in the resistant insects.
These differing conclusions on mobility parameters can be
regarded as the result of difference in methodologies used.
Daglish et al. (2014, 2015) used the population cage
approach and established that there have been no fitness
costs associated with phosphine resistance in weakly resistant T. castaneum and the rice weevil, Sitophilus oryzae
(L.). The strong resistance to phosphine is conferred by
synergistic interaction of two genes rph1, cytochrome b5
fatty acid desaturase (Cyt-b5-r) (Schlipalius et al. 2018)
and rph2, dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase (dld) (Schlipalius et al. 2012). The disruption of Cyt-b5-r in resistant
insects decreases the polyunsaturated fatty acid content in
membranes, while the mutation in dld disrupts generation
of reactive oxygen species (ROS); both limit the potential
for lipid peroxidation, a well-known toxic response induced
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by phosphine (Chaudhry and Price 1992) in insects. This
synergistic interaction of rph1 and rph2, conferring strong
resistance in R. dominica (Schlipalius et al. 2002), allowed
Schlipalius et al. (2008) to monitor the relative fitness of
rd_rph2 allele over 20 generations. The authors found no
change in frequency of resistance alleles. This reinforces the
general view that resistance to phosphine is not associated
with fitness cost. On the contrary, Jagadeesan et al. (2013a)
and Nguyen et al. (2016) have observed a significant reduction in frequency of resistant alleles over 18-1 generations
and reported the possible association of fitness disadvantages in T. castaneum and S. oryzae. These differences in
results among the species suggest that the fitness outcome is
either species specific or depends on specific resistant alleles
(mutations) and their genetic interactions. Furthermore, the
above-mentioned studies had no complete control for inherent genetic variations. Recently, Daglish et al. (2020) utilised
the gene introgression approach aiming to achieve complete
control for genetic background by establishing an isogenic
resistant T. castaneum and found no evidence for fitness
costs for being strongly resistant to phosphine.
In C. ferrugineus, the subject of fitness in phosphine
resistant individuals is yet to be investigated, despite its
emerging pest status with the detection of highest levels of
resistance as well as discovery of additional genetic factors
not seen in other species (Jagadeesan et al. 2016). Thus,
the current study was designed with two aims: 1. to investigate the fitness cost (if any) in strongly resistant C. ferrugineus in an ideal situation with a complete control for
genetic background, where the measured cost is exclusively
attributed to phosphine resistance genes and 2. to quantify
such costs (if any) in F25 segregating population to reflect a
field population with multiple genotypes. To achieve this, we
established an introgressed resistant C. ferrugineus strain,
which has similar genetic background as susceptible strain
and a segregating population (F25) of the cross between the
phosphine susceptible and resistant strains. These strains and
F25 were also challenged with suboptimal conditions (less
favourable diet and low temperature) with an assumption
that magnitude of fitness effects is more evident under challenging conditions (Raymond et al. 2005).

Materials and methods

from Edgeroi in New South Wales (Nayak et al. 2013). Both
the strains are maintained in a dietary medium of rolled oats
at a favourable temperature of 30° C for several generations.
The Ref-R strain was confirmed to be strongly resistant
after collection from the field and was exposed to phosphine selections (see phosphine fumigation and bioassay for
details) once in a year (1.0 mg/L for 168 h), to ensure the
maintenance of homozygosity of the trait (Nayak et al. 2013;
Jagadeesan et al. 2016). Ref-R has been previously reported
to be 1341 × more resistant than the Ref-S based on the L
 C50
value for adults fumigated for 48 h (Nayak et al. 2013).

Introgressed phosphine resistant strain
Phosphine resistance genes from Ref-R strain were introgressed into the Ref-S by a step-wise process involving
repeated backcrossing, sib-mating and selection for phosphine resistance genes as diagrammatically presented in
Fig. 1, to generate the introgressed resistant strain (Intro-R).
Original and reciprocal crosses were established between
the Ref-R and Ref-S, and the resulting F3 populations were
pooled. Insects from this F3 generation were subjected to
discriminating selection with phosphine (0.1 mg/L for 72 h)
that would exhibit 75% mortality in a segregating population to isolate homozygous resistant individuals (Jagadeesan
et al. 2016). Approximately, 100 male survivors were identified and used to initiate the process of introgression. These
resistant males were backcrossed with an equivalent number
of virgin Ref-S females, and the resulting backcross progeny
(BC1-F1) was allowed to mate randomly (sib-mating) to produce the B
 C1-F2. Adult beetles of the BC1-F2 were selected
(0.1 mg/L for 72 h), and the surviving BC1-F2 males were
backcrossed with virgin Ref-S females, and this cycle of
crossing followed by discriminatory selection was repeated
until the BC3-F2. At this stage, the Intro-R was expected
to have 93.8% genetic identity with the Ref-S except for
the two phosphine resistance genes, cf_rph1 and cf_rph2.
Before starting the fitness experiments, the Intro-R was also
subjected to sequential selections with increasing phosphine
concentration of 0.1, 0.4, 2.0 and 4.0 mg/L over 72 h exposure period, respectively, over four subsequent generations
to achieve homogeneity within the test cohort that would
provide linear mortality responses in bioassays.

Reference insect strains

Segregating population (F25)
from the Ref‑R × Ref‑S cross

We used a reference phosphine susceptible strain, Ref-S
(QCF31), and a reference strongly resistant strain, Ref-R
(QCF73), hereafter referred to as Ref-S and Ref-R, respectively. Both strains were originally derived from field samples collected in Australia: Ref-S collected in 1988 from
Cecil Plains in Queensland, and Ref-R collected in 2007

A segregating population resulting from a single pair cross
between Ref-R and Ref-S was maintained for 25 generations in the absence of phosphine selection (Jagadeesan et al.
2016). Phosphine resistance was characterised phenotypically in the F24 generation (see Phosphine fumigation and
bioassay), and fitness assays were undertaken on the F25
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Fig. 1  Construction of introgressed resistant strain (Intro-R) from a cross between reference resistant (Ref-R) and reference susceptible strain
(Ref-S) in Cryptolestes ferrugineus
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generation. A delay of one generation between the characterising of resistance and the fitness testing was necessary in
order to obtain sufficient insect populations for both experiments. With two major genes conferring resistance in C. ferrugineus (Jagadeesan et al. 2016), F2 and further filial generations of the cross between resistant and susceptible strain
will contain nine genotypes ranging from fully susceptible
(s1s1: s2s2) to fully strongly resistant (r1r1: r2r2). Therefore,
the F24 or F25 generations could have contained up to nine
insect genotypes. This segregating population represented a
typical field population containing multiple genotypes.

Phosphine fumigation and bioassay
Phosphine gas was generated into a collection tube from
commercial aluminium phosphide tablets (56%) that were
immersed in an aqueous solution of sulphuric acid (5%).
This source gas concentration was measured on a Clarus_
580 gas chromatograph (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) using
a thermal conductivity detector with nitrogen as the standard. The measured source concentration (N1) of phosphine
(mg/L) and volume of desiccators (V1) were used to estimate
the required volume (V2) of phosphine gas (µL) to achieve
the desired concentration (N2) using the standard equation
V1N1 = V2N2 (Jagadeesan and Nayak 2017). The fumigation
was performed by drawing the required volume of the gas
from the collection tube using Hamilton air-tight gas syringe
and injected into the desiccator chamber through the rubber
septum.
Dose-mortality response bioassays were performed on
the Ref-S, Ref-R, Intro-R and the F24 segregating population to determine their strength of resistance to phosphine.
Four concentration ranges were used: 0.002–0.05, 1.0–8.0,
0.5–6.0 and 0.005–3.0 mg/L for the strains Ref-S, Ref-R,
Intro-R and F24; respectively. Approximately, 200–400
adult beetles of 1–2 week post-emergence were fumigated
for each concentration in gas tight desiccators at 20 ºC and
60% RH. The fumigation lasted for 72 h and mortality was
assessed 7 days after the termination of fumigation (Jagadeesan et al. 2016). The mortality response data were analysed
using probit analysis with concentration/log-concentration
as explanatory variable (GenStat Version 11, 2008), and key
parameters (LC50 and LC99.9) were estimated.

Gene sequencing to confirm introgression of cf_
rph2
Ideally, introgression of both the genes, rph1 (cytochrome b5
fatty acid desaturase) and rph2 (dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase) should have been confirmed in the Intro-R through
molecular screening for cf_rph1 and cf_rph2. However,
the mutation in the cf_rph1 in Ref-R of C. ferrugineus has a
sequence deletion that makes amplification and sequencing

of cf_rph1 through genomic DNA, a difficult task. Therefore, introgression of cf_rph1 was confirmed through phenotype assays alone (see Results: Phosphine bioassays).
As insects need to be homozygous for rph1 and rph2 to be
fully strongly resistant, confirmation that Intro-R is strongly
resistant through phenotype assays would also confirm introgression of rph1.
In the case of cf_rph2, the mutation is target site single nucleotide polymorphism thus specific fragment of the
cf_rph2 gene containing the functional mutation was amplified from genomic DNA and sequenced for polymorphisms.
Genomic DNA was extracted from four individual insects
using a modified Hotshot DNA extraction method described
by (Montero-Pau and Gomez, 2008). A fragment of the C.
ferrugineus dld gene that encompasses a genetic variant,
L73N (Jagadeesan et al. 2020), linked with phosphine resistance was amplified using the primers cf_rph2_fwd (TGT
GTCCTCTTCACGTATGT) cf_rph2_rev (TCATGCCCA
ATTGGGCTGC). The PCR reaction mixture contained
TERRA (Clontech) PCR 2X buffer 25.0 µL, forward primer
(10 mM) 2.0 µL, reverse primer (10 mM) 2.0 µL, water 16.0
µL, Taq polymerase 1.0 µL, and 4 µL of DNA template.
Temperature cycling conditions were as follows: 95 °C for
5 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s, 57 °C for
30 s, and 72 °C for 60 s, with a final extension at 72 °C for
5 min, after which the temperature was held at 4 °C for
15 min. Resulting amplicons were pooled and submitted to
the Australian Genomic Research Facility (AGRF, www.
agrf.com.au) for Sanger sequencing.

Fitness cost experiments
In the first set of experiments, developmental time of each
representative experimental strain was assessed on a previously established favourable diet for this species (Jagadeesan
et al. 2013b) at an optimal (30 °C) (Rillett 1949; Ashby
1961) and a suboptimal low (22 °C) temperature (Fields
1992) using controlled environment rooms with regime of
70% RH. For each strain, 100 unsexed adults (1–2 weeks
post-emergence) were released into a glass jar of 500 mL
volume, filled with 100 g of rolled oats plus yeast (20:1) and
sealed with perforated lid containing Whatman filter paper.
We considered 100 adults in 100 g of medium to be low
density based on the results of White et al. (1995) in which
the mortality was low at densities as high as 1000 adults in
100 g of wheat or maize. The parental adults were allowed to
lay eggs for 7 days and cleared thereafter. The glass jars with
immatures were monitored regularly for adult emergence,
starting from 14 days after the removal of parentals. The
numbers of adult progeny emerged were recorded at 1–3-day
intervals and sieved out until no more progeny had emerged.
The reproduction rate in each strain was measured similarly to the method described for developmental time in a
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different set of jars set up in parallel, but the numbers of
adult progeny that emerged (F1) in each strain was recorded
at one time along with their cohort weight, 39–71 days after
the removal of parental adults, depending on the experimental conditions. To avoid repeated disturbance on developing
progenies, a single cut-off time to record total emergence
was chosen based the results of the developmental time
experiment.
In the second set of experiments, developmental time and
reproduction rate were estimated for each of the experimental strains on a less favourable diet consisting of cracked
wheat + cracked sorghum (CW + CS) in 1:1 ratio along
with 5% yeast at 30 °C and 70% RH (Jagadeesan et al.
2013b). The focus of this experiment was to examine possible impacts of resistance genes on the biological traits of
insect strains grown under more challenging conditions. All
the above experiments were replicated twice (experimental
replicates) with three technical (sub) replicates each time.

Data analysis
The mortality responses of all the tested strains were subjected to probit analysis under generalised linear regression
models (GenStat version 11, 2008) with/without log10 transformation, and the best fit was chosen based on key statistical parameters, slope, heterogeneity and deviance ratio. The
LC50 and L
 C99.9 values were estimated from the best fitted
probit regression curve for all the tested strains.
Data on the cumulative number of adults emerged
from all the tested strains over a period of time were first
converted to cumulative proportions and then fitted to a
3-parameter logistic equation Y = c/{1 + exp(-b*[X-m])},
using a regression analysis with X as days, which predicted
the days to 50% emergence (m), cumulative emergence (Y),
maximum emergence of progeny (c) and the shape parameter (b) (Daglish et al. 2020). If a significant difference was
found among the curves, they were refitted in a pairwise
manner to determine whether there was significant difference between the individual pairs.

Total numbers of F1 progeny emerged and weight of 100
insects in mg were analysed using an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) (GenStat Version 11, 2008) after logarithmic
(N + 1) transformation with strain as the treatment effect
and experimental replicate as a block effect. If the treatment (strain) had significant effect, then a pairwise testing
was performed using Fisher’s protected least significant difference (LSD).

Results
Phosphine bioassays
Probit mortality response data of all the strains and F24
with their L
 C50 and L
 C99.9 values reflected the phenotype
of the strain (Table 1 and Fig. 2), and their higher mean
deviance ratios (P < 0.001) and lower heterogeneity values
(4.14–6.37) indicated the excellent fit into probit models.
Logarithmic transformation of concentration as the explanatory variable resulted a better fit for the results of Ref-S
and F24, but not for the results of the Ref-R and Intro-R.
The dose mortality response curve of Intro-R was parallel
to Ref-R with a comparable L
 C50 (2.9 vs 4.2 mg L
 −1) and
−1
LC99.9 (6.0 vs 7.3 mg L
 ). The Ref-R and Intro-R strains
were 857 × and 592 × more resistant than the Ref-S, respectively. The F24 segregating population, which likely had multiple genotypes, was found to be only 2.5 × more resistant
than the Ref-S strain at the LC50 level. However, the LC99.9
of the F24 population was 37.8 × that of the Ref-S strain confirming the presence of more tolerant genotypes.

Phosphine resistance gene (cf_rph2) screening
Sequence analysis of four randomly chosen individuals
each from Ref-S, Ref-R and intro-R showed that all the
four insects from Ref-R and Intro-R were homozygous
for the L73N variant, while the individuals from Ref-S

Table 1  Probit mortality response of different strains of Cryptolestes ferrugineus to phosphine for 72 h at 25 °C and 70% RH
Strain

nc

Slope ± SE

LC50 (mg/L) (95% FLd)

LC99.9 (mg/L)

Resistance
Ratio at L
 C50

Heterogeneity factor

df

Mean deviance ratio

Ref-Sa
Ref-Rb
Intro-Rb
F24a

3015
4207
4182
3937

4.59 ± 0.47
0.99 ± 0.07
0.97 ± 0.06
1.65 ± 0.16

0.005 (0.0044–0.0054)
4.2 (4.1–4.4)
2.9 (2.7–3.0)
0.012 (0.008–0.015)

0.023
7.3
6.0
0.87

–
857 ×
592 ×
2.45 ×

5.98
6.37
4.14
4.72

8
10
10
11

262.7 (P < 0.001)
527.6 (P < 0.001)
686.3 (P < 0.001)
225.5 (P < 0.001)

a
b
c
d

Probit model used log concentration as explanatory variable
Probit model used concentration as explanatory variable
Total number of insects used in the bioassay
Fiducial limits
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9
8

Mortality (Probit scale)

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

Phosphine (mg/L)
Ref-R

Ref-S

Intro-R

F24

Fig. 2  Probit dose mortality response of different strains of Cryptolestes ferrugineus to phosphine for 72 h at 25 °C and 70% RH. Values
in X axis represent logarithmic concentration of phosphine in mg/L;

values in Y axis are in probit scale in which 3.72, 5.0 and 8.09 correspond to 10, 50 and 99.99% mortality

did not show this variant. This confirmed the successful
introgression of the cf_rph2 allele in Intro-R.

Suboptimal diet‑cracked wheat + cracked sorghum (CW + CS)

Developmental time
Optimal diet‑rolled oats
The data on cumulative emergence of progeny from
tested strains and F 25 in the optimal diet of rolled oats
fitted well with the 3-parameter logistic regression equation. At 30 °C, the time to 50% emergence ranged from
24.6–27.1 days, with Intro-R and Ref-R showing 3.6 and
10.1% longer developmental time than Ref-S, respectively
(Table 2). The pairwise analysis between Ref-S and IntroR, with an aim to further evaluate the exclusive effect
of resistance genes in isogenic background, revealed no
significant difference in developmental time (P = 0.123)
(Table 3). In addition, the same comparative analysis
between Ref-S and the F 25 (P = 0.075) showed no significant differences. However, as anticipated, the curve
for Ref-R was significantly different from both the Ref-S
(P < 0.001) and F25 (P < 0.001) (Table 3).

Analysis of data obtained for Ref-S strain revealed significant variations in numbers of F1 progeny produced between
the two experimental replicates (P < 0.001). Therefore, data
from each experimental replicate were analysed separately.
Statistical outputs from first experimental replicate were
skewed for significance in establishing 3-parameter logistic
curves for all the strains and F25 (Table 3), allowing us not to
make any strong conclusions from this replicate. In experimental replicate 2, although the 3-parameter logistic curve
analysis showed significant difference among the tested
strains and F25, the pairwise comparative analysis confirmed
the absence of significant difference between the Ref-S and
Intro-R strains (P = 0.065) and also between the Ref-S and
Ref-R strains (P = 0.912). Interestingly, population of F25
had a significantly shorter developmental time (P < 0.001)
than the Ref-S. Extending this pairwise comparative analysis
to experimental replicate 1, confirmed the results of experimental replicate 2 (except for the Ref S), in showing shorter
developmental time in F25 (P < 0.001) than the Ref-R and
Intro-R (Table 3).
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Table 2  Regression analysis
of cumulative F1 adult
emergence (proportions) from
different strains of Cryptolestes
ferrugineus at various
experimental conditions

Experimental conditions

Rolled Oats 30 °C

CW + CS 30 °C
Experiment 1

CW + CS 30 °C
Experiment 2

Rolled Oats 22 °C

Strain

Parameters (± SE) of logistic equation

Ref-S
Ref-R
Intro-R
F25
Ref-S
Ref-R
Intro-R
F25
Ref-S
Ref-R
Intro-R
F25
Ref-S
Ref-R
Intro-R
F25

m

b

c

24.6 ± 0.828
27.1 ± 0.316
25.5 ± 0.605
24.7 ± 0.623
29.6 ± 0.221
42.4 ± 0.738
40.8 ± 0.383
36.4 ± 0.270
40.7 ± 0.439
40.9 ± 0.437
38.9 ± 0.380
37.2 ± 0.339
67.7 ± 0.902
67.9 ± 1.00
68.6 ± 1.30
67.7 ± 1.20

0.378 ± 0.059
0.423 ± 0.044
0.349 ± 0.043
0.460 ± 0.072
0.624 ± 0.063
0.214 ± 0.027
0.303 ± 0.032
0.394 ± 0.036
0.303 ± 0.041
0.299 ± 0.040
0.356 ± 0.045
0.446 ± 0.055
0.348 ± 0.089
0.324 ± 0.085
0.275 ± 0.072
0.278 ± 0.071

0.937 ± 0.124
0.925 ± 0.049
1.07 ± 0.098
0.876 ± 0.097
1.01 ± 0.031
1.19 ± 0.094
1.06 ± 0.048
1.02 ± 0.030
0.984 ± 0.049
1.00 ± 0.049
0.992 ± 0.043
0.965 ± 0.039
0.978 ± 0.089
0.976 ± 0.097
1.02 ± 0.124
1.00 ± 0.111

R2

Significance

0.985

˂0.001

0.981

˂0.001

0.969

˂0.001

0.867

0.985

Rolled oats 30 °C represent insects grown in a regular diet of rolled oats and yeast (20:1) at optimal temperature of 30 °C
CW + CS 30 °C represents insects grown in a less favourable diet of cracked wheat and cracked sorghum in
1:1 ratio along with 5% yeast at 30 °C
Rolled oats 22 °C represent insects grown in a regular diet of rolled oats and yeast (20:1) at suboptimal low
temperature of 22 °C
m is days to 50% emergence of adults; b is curve steepness and c is maximum emergence derived from
cumulative proportions emerged

Table 3  Comparison of regression analysis of cumulative F1 adult emergence (proportions) between individual pairs of Cryptolestes ferrugineus
when the regression among group of strains was significant
Experimental conditions

Rolled oats 30 °C
CW + CS 30 °C Experiment 1
CW + CS 30 °C Experiment 2

P value
Ref-S and Intro-R

Ref-S and F25

Ref-S and Ref-R

Ref-R and Intro-R

Ref-R and F25

Intro-R and F25

0.123
< 0.001***
0.065

0.075
< 0.001***
< 0.001***

< 0.001***
< 0.001***
0.912

0.073
0.027*
< 0.001***

< 0.001***
< 0.001***
< 0.001***

0.002**
< 0.001***
< 0.001***

Rolled oats 30 °C represent insects grown in a regular diet of rolled oats and yeast (20:1) at optimal temperature of 30 °C
CW + CS 30 °C represents insects grown in a less favourable diet of cracked wheat and cracked sorghum in 1:1 ratio along with 5% yeast at
30 °C

Suboptimal low temperature‑22 °C
Challenging the experimental strains at the suboptimal temperature (22 °C) resulted in longer developmental time in all
the strains (67.7–68.6 days) with no significant difference
among them (P = 0.985) (Table 2).

Reproduction and body weight
On the optimal diet of rolled oats at 30 °C, there was no
significant difference between the total numbers of F1
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progeny emerged in all strains (F 3,7 = 1.49, P = 0.376).
However, the effect of strain on individual beetle body
weight was significant only between the Ref-S and Ref-R
(F3,7 = 13.9, P = 0.029) with Ref-R having the least body
weight (Table 4). On the suboptimal diet (CW + CS), no
significant effect of strain was observed with either F1 progeny (F3,7 = 7.37, P = 0.068) or beetle weight (F3,7 = 0.73,
P = 0.599). At the suboptimal low temperature of 22 °C,
however, while the effect of strain on total numbers of F1
progeny was not significant (F3,7 = 7.25, P = 0.069), there
was significant difference in beetle body weight (F3,7 = 502,
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Table 4  Reproduction and test
weight of F1 (mean ± SD, n = 2)
progeny of different strains of
Cryptolestes ferrugineus at
various experimental conditions

Experimental conditions

Strain

Total F1 adults (log[ N + 1] Weight of 100 F1 adults
transformed)
(mg) (log [N + 1] transformed)

Rolled Oats 30 °C

Ref-S
Ref-R
Intro-R
F25
Ref-S
Ref-R
Intro-R
F25
Ref-S
Ref-R
Intro-R
F25

6.97 ± 0.16a
6.88 ± 0.20a
7.10 ± 0.04a
6.97 ± 0.08a
5.61 ± 0.27a
5.76 ± 0.03a
5.99 ± 0.07a
6.07 ± 0.19a
5.03 ± 1.54a
4.23 ± 1.01a
4.33 ± 1.21a
5.52 ± 0.79a

CW + CS 30 °C

Rolled Oats 22 °C

3.71 ± 0.09a
3.50 ± 0.01b
3.64 ± 0.06a
3.67 ± 0.08a
3.07 ± 0.02a
3.09 ± 0.12a
3.09 ± 0.12a
3.17 ± 0.01a
3.57 ± 0.003b
3.53 ± 0.001c
3.58 ± 0.006b
3.64 ± 0.001a

Rolled oats 30 °C represent insects grown in a regular diet of rolled oats and yeast (20:1) at optimal temperature of 30 °C
CW + CS 30 °C represents insects grown in a less favourable diet of cracked wheat and cracked sorghum in
1:1 ratio along with 5% yeast at 30 °C
Rolled oats 22 °C represent insects grown in a regular diet of rolled oats and yeast (20:1) at suboptimal low
temperature of 22 °C
Within experimental conditions and column, means followed by same letters are not significantly different
(P < 0.05)

P < 0.002) recorded among different strains. However, the
Ref-S and Intro-R had similar body weight and the F25 being
the heaviest (Table 4).

Discussion
The hypothesis that phosphine resistant insects may possibly
have a fitness cost was investigated in C. ferrugineus with
the control over background genetic effects in optimal and
suboptimal conditions. We have used the gene introgression
approach to produce a near isogenic resistant strain, which
shared the similar genetic background with the susceptible
strain except for the phosphine resistance genes. Moreover,
inclusion of a segregating population (F25) generated from
the crossing of the Ref-S and Ref-R strains allowed us testing a population having multiple genotypes. This population potentially had nine genotypes and therefore may reflect
field populations more closely than a homozygous resistant
strain. In addition, the gene recombinations over 24 generations in this segregating population would have provided
partial control for background genetic factors (Roush and
McKenzie 1987).
Both the phenotypic and genetic characterisation for
phosphine resistance confirmed that the established Intro-R
was strongly resistant with a resistance factor of 592 × , comparable to the Ref-R with a resistance factor of 857 × that
was highly homozygous for the cf_rph2 allele, L73N. These

results explicitly validate our approach in establishing nearisogenic phosphine resistant insect strain, especially for
investigating fitness effects. Although many studies had
adopted the gene introgression approach to investigate the
fitness cost (Arnaud et al. 2005; Horikoshi et al. 2016), very
few of them in fact validated the success of this approach
phenotypically (White and Bell 1990) or genotypically (Berticat et al. 2002). Recently, Daglish et al. (2020) employed
the gene introgression approach to produce a near-isogenic
resistant strain of T. castaneum and confirmed the gene
introgression through phenotypic and genotypic characterisation similar to what was used in the current study. In
general, the success of introgression approach relies on the
number of recurrent backcrosses (F1-BC), followed by phosphine selection on progeny (F2-BC). In the current study, the
introgression of genes was achieved with only three rounds
of repeated backcrossing. This is relatively shorter compared
to the approaches adopted previously (Berticat et al. 2002;
Arnaud et al. 2005; Horikoshi et al. 2016) suggesting that
the current approach can be adopted in future to construct
near-isogenic resistant strain for other stored product pests.
Although there were asynchronous emergence of adults
among the strains with Ref-R emerging late, our statistical analysis proved that the Intro-R and the F25 were not
significantly different to the Ref-S in developmental time,
numbers of F1 emerged and body weight, confirming that the
resistance genes of C. ferrugineus are unlikely to incur any
fitness cost. Reproduction was assessed following 1 week of
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oviposition. Future research could examine the possibility
that a fitness effect on reproduction is manifested over longer
time-spans. Our results supported the importance of controlling for background genetic effects, without which the significant differences observed between the Ref-R and Ref-S
in developmental time and body weight could have been
interpreted that phosphine resistance genes are associated
with fitness costs. Daglish et al. (2020) also observed significant difference in beetle weight between susceptible and
resistant strains in T. castaneum, but not when the phosphine
resistance trait was compared in an isogenic background,
supporting the conclusion of this study. Similar results of
insecticide susceptible strain having fitness advantage over
the resistant strain but not with the near-isogenic resistant
strain were reported in resistance to malathion in C. ferrugineus (White and Bell 1990) and Bt toxins (Cry1F) in the
fall army worm, Spodoptera frugiperda (J.E. Smith) (Dangal
and Huang 2015; Horikoshi et al. 2016). Taken these reports
into consideration, it can be concluded that establishing a
near-isogenic resistant insect strain is crucial in investigating fitness costs associated with an insecticide resistance
trait. Several earlier studies reported significant fitness cost
associated with phosphine resistance in T. castaneum, R.
dominica and O. surinamensis (Pimentel et al. 2007; Sousa
et al. 2009; Bajracharya et al. 2016) but without controlling
for genetic background. Based on our present results, we
believe that such results need to be viewed with caution and
suggest that future investigations on fitness should include
near-isogenic resistant lines.
While we conclude that phosphine resistant insects do
not incur fitness costs in C. ferrugineus, in alignment with
previous reports on three major stored product pest species,
R. dominica, T. castaneum and S. oryzae (Schlipalius et al.
2008; Daglish et al. 2014, 2015, 2020), the observed decline
in rph2 allele frequency in unselected segregating populations of T. castaneum (Jagadeesan et al. 2013a) and S. oryzae
(Nguyen et al. 2016) needs further examination. Unfortunately, both these latter studies could not continue assessing
the decline in allele frequency beyond the F20 filial generations, and did not correlate the observed change in allele
frequency in terms of developmental or reproductive traits.
Although the authors correlated strength of resistance phenotypically, we suggest that future studies on fitness should
be designed to assess both the changes in frequency of resistant alleles and its effect on developmental and reproductive
trait. Such studies will reveal the existence of insignificant
fitness cost that can be cumulative over generations.
With the perspective that fitness costs are likely to be
more evident in stressed environments (Raymond et al.
2005, 2011), we challenged the insect strains with a suboptimal diet and suboptimal low temperature. Neither rearing C. ferrugineus on a suboptimal diet (CW + CS) nor
exposing them to a suboptimal low temperature (22 °C)
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revealed specific fitness differences in terms of development time and progeny production between the strains,
especially between Intro-R and Ref-S. Despite the fact
that while both of the suboptimal conditions substantially
delayed the developmental time and fecundity of all experimental insect strains, there was no fitness cost linked to
the phosphine resistance genes. These results emphasise
that the conclusion of absence of fitness cost associated
with phosphine resistance remains the same under suboptimal conditions, as observed in previous studies that
have stressed phosphine resistant insects in a less favourable diet (Daglish et al. 2020) or through starvation (Kaur
et al. 2013). On the contrary, specific costs associated with
insecticide resistance only in stressed environments such
as unfavourable host plant (Raymond et al. 2011; Silva
et al. 2012) or at cold temperatures (Carrière et al. 2001;
Li et al. 2007), have been reported in various crop pests.
Hence, we conclude that the pleiotropic effects of fitness
costs associated with resistance genes under challenging
environments could vary widely among insect species.
Mechanism of resistance to phosphine involves the synergistic interaction of two genes cf_rph1 and cf_rph2 that
are directly involved in energy metabolism (Schlipalius et al.
2012, 2018). Therefore, it is obvious to assume that resistant
insects divert their energy resources to survive phosphine
fumigations, causing at least minimal metabolic deficits.
However, our current findings for C. ferrugineus suggest
that resistant insects of this species are unlikely to have
any deleterious effect on development and reproduction.
Thus, we propose that further research be directed towards
exploring the specific biochemical or metabolic responses
related to fitness in resistant insects in both the presence
and absence of phosphine exposure. The other possibility
is that continuous selection for phosphine resistance could
have resulted in selection for some other genes, referred as
fitness modifiers (McKenzie et al. 1982), which might have
possibly compensated the fitness costs in case of C. ferrugineus. One of the recommended resistance management
tactics is to suspend phosphine usage for extended periods,
which would allow the susceptible alleles to increase in the
population (Tabashnik 1989). Our results, however, suggest
that this tactic may not be very effective in case of C. ferrugineus, as phosphine resistance frequency would be stable
in field populations. We propose that using a break fumigant,
with completely different mode of action, such as sulfuryl
fluoride, can be recommended as this may reduce selection
pressure to phosphine in insects and possibly eradicate fully
resistant genotypes.
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